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Phazer X-TX

TOP FEATURES
1 . Genesis 499cc Sport Performance Engine
A clear leader in its class, the lightweight and dependable sport–
performance Genesis twin was designed specifically to deliver a quick
revving and torque laden power band. An advanced fuel injection
system ensures consistent and efficient performance, while a
counterbalanced crankshaft results in a smooth and super-crisp
throttle response.
2 . KYB Aluminum Front Shocks
Premium, aluminum bodied, high-pressure gas shocks deliver
consistent performance and comfort with excellent fade resistance. The
shocks are also rebuildable, ensuring you season after season of
consistent performance with proper maintenance.
3 . HPG Rear Shock
High Pressure Gas (HPG) shocks with strong 36mm bodies are
calibrated to deliver consistent performance and comfort with excellent
fade resistance.
4 . Lightweight YZ Style Seat
Inspired from our family of motocross bikes, the lightweight seat is
taller and narrower than a traditional snowmobile seat, providing
greatly enhanced ergonomics for an active riding experience.
5 . Tuner II Skis
Developed exclusively by Yamaha engineers, the Tuner II Ski
incorporates a dual keel design that can be calibrated through various
runners and carbide lengths for rider preference. The Tuner II Ski
dramatically reduces darting and steering effort while retaining
predictable and sharp handling characteristics.

Black/Blue

$9,350 MSRP*

*Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) shown. Does not include tax, title, prep or destination charges. Actual prices set by dealer.

6 . Pro Mountain 144 Rear Suspension
Designed for maximum flotation, comfort, bump absorption, and
flickable ergonomics, the narrowed Pro Mountain 144 rear suspension
utilizes a cam-mounted front shock for improved motion ratio, and a
rear cantilever system for consistent track tension.
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Phazer X-TX
COMFORT

Wide, Hooked End Handlebars
No other touch point is more important to a rider than the handlebars.
Yamaha bars are flat and wide, engineered for comfort, control, and
natural ergonomics. Integrated hooked ends add additional control
while cornering, and feature heated grips across that span the entire
length.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Engine Type

4-Stroke / 499cc

Engine Class

Sport Performance

Clutch/Transmission

YXRC

Fuel Delivery

43mm Keihin fuel injection

Fuel Capacity

7.0 gal. (26.7L)

Center Shock

36mm, Aluminum HPG

Front Suspension

Independent, Double Wishbone

Front Shocks

36mm KYB® Aluminum HPG

Front Travel

8.7 in. (221mm)

Ski Type

Tuner II

Rear Suspension

Pro Mountain 144

Rear Shock(s)

36mm, Aluminum HPG / 36mm, Aluminum HPG

Rear Travel

14.3 (363mm)

Rear Exit Exhaust
Often considered a hallmark feature of many Yamaha snowmobiles, the
Phazer platform also touts a rear-exit exhaust system that is exposed to
the snow under-seat for additional cooling.

Track / W x L x H

14 x 144 x 1.5 in. (356 x 3658 x 38.1mm)

Track Type

Camoplast® Freeride™

Ski Stance (ctr to ctr)

42.5 in. (1080 mm)

HANDLING

Electric Start

Standard

Reverse

Push button

Headlight

60/55W Halogen X 2

DC Output

Optional

Heated Seat

N/A

Color

Black/Blue

TOP FEATURES - CONT.

7. 1.5-Inch Freeride Track
Narrowed to complement the nimble and ergonomically friendly cockpit
of the Phazer, the crossover X-TX features a versatile Free Ride™ track
with 1.5-inch lugs that is equally adept on and off trail.

PERFORMANCE

YXRC Clutching
Featuring Yamaha drive and driven clutching, the lightweight YXRC
system delivers smooth engagement, instant acceleration, fast reacting
backshift, and cool operating temperatures for a long belt life. Just like
its big brother YVXC clutch system, the YXRC is smooth, responsive,
and durable.

—

Wide Running Boards
With its rider active design, narrowed seat, and sculpted cockpit, the
Phazer platform touts wide running boards with additional grip for a
sure-footed stance.

—

LED Taillight
The high-intensity LED taillight/brake light is lighter and brighter than
a traditional incandescent design, and delivers a significantly longer
lifespan.

—

Digital Gauge with Push Button Reverse
The compact handlebar mounted digital gauge is packed with
information and is displayed on a large face, easy to read gauge. In
addition, a convenient electric push button reverse is housed within
the gauge package and actuates a servo-controlled reverse gear.
yamahamotorsports.com
For Accessories, visit shopyamaha.com

—

Link Type Sway Bar
A standard link-type sway bar keeps the front suspension planted and
flat, even in rutted, high-speed turns.

—

Extruded Aluminum Spindle
Saving weight and creating a nimble and responsive riding experience
was at the foundation of the Phazer platform. Extruded aluminum
spindles are lightweight yet incredibly strong.

—

Rider Active Cockpit
From the sculpted seat, wide running boards, and open design of the
controls, the Phazer X-TX platform was designed with the rider who
like to be “one” with the machine when riding.

Specifications subject to change without notice. This document contains many of Yamaha's valuable trademarks. It may also contain trademarks belonging to other companies. Any references to other companies or their
products are for identification purposes only, and are not intended to be an endorsement. © 2019 Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

*** Wet weight includes the vehicle with all standard equipment and all fluids, including oil, coolant (as
applicable) and a full tank of fuel. It does not include the weight of options or accessories. Wet weight is
useful in making real
real--world comparisons with other models.

